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Abstract
In this research, a new test for understanding simple fractions has been developed for students
at the beginning of lower secondary education. In many countries, mathematics education in
Grade 5 builds on elementary students’ developing concepts of fractions. Understanding fractions
causes many difficulties for students, and research on mental representations of fractions suggests
that different visualizations may be helpful in teaching and learning. The sample consisted of 124
5th-grade students, and the reliability of the test proved to be high (alpha=.95). Out of the three
1
types of visualization, the pie chart was the easiest to recognize, and (half) proved to be the
easiest, and

1
3

2

(one-third) the most difficult to be recognized. The type of visualization has a

stronger effect on students’ performance than the type of fraction (unit versus non-unit fractions).
2
2
Most surprisingly, students were better at recognizing and than their unit fraction counterparts,
1
2

1

4

3

and . The test was supplemented by questions on attitude towards learning fractions.
3
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INTRODUCTION
Conceptual understanding of fractions is among the
greatest challenges in mathematics classes students face
during their school years, while the topic is of utmost
importance for later success in mathematics (Torbeyns et
al., 2015). Fractions are difficult to understand not only
in primary and lower secondary schools, but also for
upper secondary and university students, and for adults
as well (Kerslake, 1986; Merenluoto & Lehtinen, 2002;
Vamvakoussi et al., 2012). Understanding fractions is a
necessary
prerequisite
knowledge
item
for
understanding rational numbers and those branches of
school mathematics that rely on rational numbers (for
instance, algebraic equations, see Kieren (1993)).
The difficulties concerning the conceptual
understanding of fractions have been addressed by
many scholars (e.g., Vamvakoussi et al., 2012; Vosniadou
& Verschaffel, 2004). There may be at least three sources
of difficulties identified. (1) Understanding non-unit
fractions based on the conceptual understanding of unit
fractions; (2) building connections between fraction

names and mental representations, and (3) connecting
fractions to other fields of mathematics, such as
arithmetic, proportional reasoning, and geometry. As
Karika and Csíkos (2018) revealed, there may be a gap
between the elementary and lower-secondary grades
(which are grade 4 and grade 5 in many countries) with
respect to the actual development of the fraction
concepts and the assumptions lower-secondary
mathematics teachers and lower secondary textbooks
held. After the slow and playful fostering of the
conceptual understanding of fractions in the elementary
school years, grade 5 textbooks may expect children to
understand non-unit fractions as both the multiples of
unit fractions and the quotient of two integers. In sum,
in grade 5 teaching fractions may be built on exaggerated
expectations about what students already learned in
previous years.
The importance and the relevance of the unit
fractions in the elementary school years (i.e., when the
numerator is 1) have been extensively revealed and
emphasized (see Kieren, 1983; McMullen et el., 2015;
Streefland, 1984). The development of the concept of unit
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A short simple online test of understanding fractions has been developed. The test has excellent reliability.
The test consists of both unit and non-unit fractions and three types of visualizations are covered:
rectangular, pie chart, and horizontal bar. The relative importance of the type of visualization and the type
of fractions (unit versus non-unit fractions) have been revealed.
Students’ attitude towards fractions learning proved to be somewhat ambiguous: they do not see why
fractions are useful, but they agree that learning fractions are important.

fractions is a necessary prerequisite for learning non-unit
1 1
1
fractions. Among the unit fractions, it is the , and
2 3
4
that are first understood even by many kindergarten
1
children (Hunting & Davis, 1991), and it is the alone
2
that is confidently known by the age of 10, and the
development of the concept of other unit fractions are
still in progress at that age (Hunting & Korbosky, 1984).
In line with this, these three most important unit
fractions were assessed in Zhang et al.’s (2015)
investigation.
In mathematics education practice, teaching unit
fractions always precedes the teaching of non-unit
fractions. In fact, by the end of the elementary school
years, children are expected to compose non-unit
fractions as multiples of unit fractions (Karika & Csíkos,
2018). In a recent review, Braithwaite and Siegler (2021)
claim that both non-unit fractions and the addition of
two unit fractions are based on concatenating unit
fractions, i.e., putting the mental representations of unit
fractions together. Furthermore, understanding unit
fractions is prerequisite knowledge for understanding
proportional reasoning (Norton, 2006).
The mental representation of fractions follows a
similar pattern to that of whole numbers (Schmithorst &
Brown, 2004). Therefore, the concept of fractions is based
on three pillars: the number word of the fraction, the
written fraction number itself, and the corresponding
mental representation. Since writing numerals
(including fractions) is a target achieved in the school
years, the development of the concept of fractions from
the kindergarten years depends on the connection
between fraction names (number words, like half, third,
etc.) and a corresponding mental representation. Among
the possible mental representations, the visual
representations arising from continuous quantities are of
special importance.
According to Deringol’s (2019) research, both preservice and in-service teachers are well aware of the
importance of using visual representations, what is
more, it is the topic of fractions where the importance
and the power of visual representations become so
obvious. In Tunc-Pekkan’s (2015) study, different visual
representations were examined: rectangular, pie chart,
and mental number line. 4th and 5th-grade students
performed very well on tasks requiring them to write
1
1
down the fractions and when given a rectangle or pie
4
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5

chart representation, however, they had difficulties to
1
recognize when given a number line representation. In
3
this study, both directions (fraction recognition from the
shaded diagram, and shading a diagram from a given
fraction) were used, and the students’ performance was
weaker when they had to construct the answer as a
drawing as compared to constructing the answer as a
numeral. Similar arrangement, i.e., fraction recognition
from a shaded rectangle and shading a rectangle
according to a given fraction can be found in Wong et
al.’s (2006) research. In Sari et al.’s (2012) study these two
directions were also present, and they found the two
ways of fraction understanding equally well mastered.
According to Cady et al. (2015), there are several
kinds of diagrams in the textbooks to help students
learning fractions. Two basic types are the area and the
length models. While rectangles and pie charts of the
area type representations, the number line, and the
horizontal bar graphs are of the length type diagram. As
Cady et al. rightly claim, within the realm of the length
models, it is a different and more difficult task for
children to place numbers to a number line than
comparing two lengths given horizontally. In an
intervention study among at-risk students (Fuchs et al.,
2013), both area models (fraction tiles and fraction
circles) and the number line model were used.
Learning fractions have several connections to
learning other fields of mathematics. In international
educational surveys, e.g., IEA and PISA studies,
fractions are part of arithmetic. However, due to the
visual representations which are essentials in the
development of the concept of fractions, also geometry
also includes relevant components for learning fractions.
Students’ attitudes, nevertheless, may be in connection
with their math performance (Mata et al., 2012), and
especially with their learning of fractions.
According to Fonseca’s (2012) conceptual analysis,
we consider students’ attitudes toward learning
fractions a unidimensional construct that can be
compared to other math-related attitudes. In that way, it
becomes possible to reveal whether the attitude towards
learning fractions is strongly connected to performance
on a test of fractions.
In this study, the following research problems were
examined.
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1. Development of a short online test on lower
secondary school students’ knowledge on
fractions, enabling both norm-referenced and
criterion-referenced evaluation.

the COVID-19 virus, the new test version was
administered online, thus the originally planned
comparison of children’s conceptual understanding of
fractions in two countries must have been disregarded.

2. How do different visual representations help or
hinder students’ understanding of fractions?

The online test consisted of 30 items; all of them were
of the multiple-choice format enabling quick and
objective scoring and data analysis. The kinds of visual
representations were used, each comprising 10 items.
The structure of the test was as follows (please consult
the Appendix A for the actual and detailed formal
appearance of the items).

3. What is the relative importance of the
visualization form and the magnitude of the
numerator in understanding fractions?

METHOD
Participants
The paper-and-pencil version of the test was piloted
in Grahamstown, South Africa, among thirty 5th grade
elementary school children. There were 124 students
involved in the current data analysis from four
Hungarian schools. The participants of the current study
attend schools with 4 mathematics classes per week,
and–in accordance with the Hungarian tradition of
subject-special teaching from grade 5, the children were
taught by mathematics teachers of lower secondary
schooling. In grade 5, the topic of fractions is a relevant
curricular target, and the teacher can and should build
on the concept of fractions developed in grades 3 and 4.
In most schools, there is a leveling, repetition part on
fractions before starting the systematic teaching of the
grade 5 learning material. Since the current study aimed
to evaluate the consolidated, elementary school level
knowledge of students, the participants in the recruited
schools were in the preceding phase of the grade 5
learning material of fractions.
Measures
According to Cady et al. (2015) and Tunc-Pekkan
(2015), the conceptual understanding of fractions may
depend on the types of visualization used in both the
classroom practice and in the test used for measuring the
level of understanding. The triple code model also valid
for fractions further suggests measuring at least two
directions, i.e., from numbers to visual representations
and vice versa (The third link in the triple code model,
namely, the connection between the number words and
the written numbers has not been addressed in this
investigation). Furthermore, since the distinction
between unit fractions and non-unit fractions is often
apparent in the teaching practice, and understanding the
latter presupposes the understanding of unit fractions,
we included both types of ordinary fractions in the test.
The online test administered in the current study was
developed based on the experiences of the paper-andpencil pilot test. The experiences of the pilot test were
used in two ways: only fractions less than 1 were
involved, and besides the two original modes of
visualizations (rectangle and pie chart), a third one was
added. Because of unforeseen circumstances caused by

1. Three times six items with rectangular, pie chart
and horizontal bar graph items for the following
1 1 2 1 3 2
six fractions: ; ; ; ; ; . In these items, students
2 3 3 4 4 4
were required to select the appropriate visual
representation for the specified fraction.
2. Three times four items with rectangular, pie chart
and horizontal bar graph items, where the visual
representation is provided, and students had to
1 1 1
2
select the corresponding fractions for , , , and .
4 2 3

3

Additionally, students were asked to answer five
questions of the Likert-scale type about their attitude
towards mathematics, geometry and fractions, and their
opinion on the usefulness and importance of learning
fractions.

RESULTS
Reliability
Since one of our aims was to develop a highreliability test for measuring the level of knowledge on
fractions at the beginning of the lower secondary
schooling, it is important to examine the reliability of the
test. The Cronbach-alpha estimation proved to be very
high indicating a good level of reliability for the overall
test (α=.948). Further analysis of reliability was
conducted using the “scale if item deleted” option. By
means of this analysis, the reliability estimations still
remained in the .943-.948 interval, indicating that all the
test items make an appropriate contribution to the
overall reliability.
Descriptive Statistical Analyses
We start presenting the results with the basic
quantitative characteristics of the test. Due to the normreferenced assessment approach, it is important to
present first the mean values for the overall test and for
the items and sub-tests. The overall percentage of the
correct solutions was 77.4 indicating that the test proved
to be fairly easy and solvable for the students. The
percentage of the correct solutions to the first 18 test
items are presented in Table 1. In these items, students
had to match the corresponding geometrical figure for
the specified fraction. Besides the individual items, the
solution rate for the groups of items are also shown.
3 / 14
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Table 1. Rate of correct solutions for the first 18 test items
1
1
2
1
2
3
Overall
2
3
3
4
4
4
Rectangular 81% 66% 69% 66% 79% 90% 75%
Pie chart
92% 71% 90% 85% 91% 91% 87%
Horizontal 88% 66% 68% 66% 71% 73% 72%
bar graph
Overall
87% 68% 76% 72% 80% 85%

Table 2. Rate of correct solutions for the 19-30 test items
1
1
1
2
Overall
4
2
3
3
Rectangular
76%
73%
74%
74%
74%
Pie chart
91%
92%
92%
81%
89%
Horizontal
64%
69%
67%
66%
67%
bar graph
Overall
77%
78%
78%
74%

Figure 1. Dendrogram of the items yielded from cluster analysis with Pearson-correlations and the furthest neighbor
clustering method
1

1

The results suggest that is the easiest, and is the
2
3
most difficult to recognize, while it is the pie chart
diagram type that was handled most successfully.
As for the items where students had to select the
fraction from the shaded geometrical figures, Table 2
presents the rates of correct solutions.
The structure of the test can be nicely visualized
through hierarchical cluster analysis on the test items.
Figure 1 presents the dendrogram yielded by Pearsoncorrelation measures and the furthest neighbor
clustering method. According to the significance test of
the correlation indexes, the scale from 0 to 25 indicates
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significant connections below 20, and non-significant
connections at 20 and above (p<.05).
The dendrogram in Figure 1 illustrates the
importance of the visualization form used in the items.
The first cluster contains items with horizontal bars
(items 27-28-29-30 and 14-15-17-18), the second and third
comprise primarily rectangles (items 4-15-8-5-3 and 1920-21-22), and the fourth consists of primarily pie chart
(items 6-26-10-12-23. The fifth cluster contains three
1
1
items with (items1-13-7) and one with , and finally, the
2
3
sixth cluster contains again items with pie charts.
Consequently, the cluster analysis revealed the
importance of the visualization forms.
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Table 3. Items with the highest explained variance on the total score as revealed by stepwise regression analysis
Item
Correct answer
1
30. What proportion of the ribbon is colored?
4
1
3

21. What proportion of the rectangle is colored?

1

14. Which picture shows that (third) of the ribbon is colored?
3
3

18. Which picture shows that of the ribbon (three quarters) is colored?
4

1

2. Which picture shows that (third) of the rectangle is colored?
3

1

10. Which picture shows that (quarter) of the circle is colored?
4

Table 4. The role of different types of visualizations as revealed by regression analysis (Dependent variable: Total score)
Independent variables
r
Beta
Explained variance, r*Beta(%)
Rectangular chosen from fraction
.850
.230
19.5
Pie chart chosen from fraction
.775
.165
12.8
Bar graph chosen from fraction
.910
.265
24.1
Fraction chosen from rectangular
.829
.198
16.4
Fraction chosen from pie chart
.728
.102
7.4
Fraction chosen from bar graph
.905
.217
19.7
=100
Note. SE for all coefficients were 0

The structure of the test was analyzed also by means
of stepwise regression analysis. With this technique, the
items with the highest level of explained variance can be
revealed. Since the overall performance level was fairly
high, it becomes important to know which items could
distinguish between the students, i.e., those items that
explain the differences in the overall performance. With
the total score of the test as the dependent variable and
with the items as independent variables, we found six
items explaining more than 95% of the variance of the
total score. Table 3 shows the items with the highest
explained variance.
Since the six items presented in Table 3 explains more
than 95% of the total score, it means that in case of normreferenced evaluation, these six items can form a
shortened version of the whole test holding almost the
same level of information about the differences between
students’ knowledge level on the original test.
The Role Visualization and the Magnitude of the
Numerator Play in Understanding Fractions
We have already presented the rate of correct
answers on items with different types of visualizations
and with different numerators previously. In Table 4, we

present the results of the regression analysis to reveal the
role of different visualization types.
Table 4 indicates that the bar graph diagrams (both
versions, i.e., either when the fraction is given, and the
student has to find the corresponding pie chart; or when
the shaded pie chart is given, and the student has to find
the corresponding fraction) hold the largest part of
explained variance. The pie chart diagrams represent
much less part of the explained variance, due to the
ceiling effect in the rate of correct solutions (see Table 1
and Table 2). The role of visual representations is
consistent on the first 18 items (the fraction is given) and
the next 12 items (the shaded diagram is given).
As for the role of the numerator, we examined the
first 18 items, since half of them contained fractions with
1 as numerator and half of them contained 2 or 3 as
numerators. Table 5 presents the results of regression
analysis with the total score on the first 18 items as the
dependent variable.
The Relative Importance of Visualization and the
Magnitude of the Numerator in Students’
Performance
Both the type of visualization and the magnitude of
the numerator was investigated previously, and both
5 / 14
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Table 5. The role of the numerator as revealed by regression analysis (Dependent variable: Total score)
Independent variables
R
Beta
Explained variance, r*Beta(%)
Fractions with 1 as numerator
.963
.578
55.7
Fractions with 2 or 3 as numerator
.944
.470
44.3
=100
Note. All Beta values are significant (p<0.001)

Table 6. Students’ attitude towards mathematics, geometry, and fractions
N
I like mathematics.
123
I like fractions.
122
I like geometry.
124
Learning fractions is useful.
123
Learning fractions is important.
124

factors affect students’ performance on the test. Now we
analyze these two factors together. Two-way ANOVA is
the appropriate method to be conducted with two
repeated-measures factors. The analysis again is
restricted to the first 18 items. According to the withinsubject two-way ANOVA, there is no significant
interaction between these two factors, F(2,246)=1.46,
p=.23). The types of visual representations have a
significant
effect
on
students’
performance,
F(2,246)=43.17, p<.001, η2=26.0%); while there is not no
significant effect from the other factor, i.e., the
magnitude of the numerator, F(2,246)=2.10, p=.15,
η2=1.7%.
Students’ Attitudes Towards Mathematics, Geometry,
and Fractions
Table 6 presents the descriptive statistics of students’
answers to the five attitude questions. A five-point Likert
scale was used, 5 is the most positive attitude, 3 is
neutral, and 1 is the most negative standpoint.
Students have a generally positive attitude towards
mathematics as a school subject and geometry as a field
within mathematics. However, they have a significantly
less positive attitude towards fractions as compared to
mathematics itself (paired-samples t-test, t(121)=3.60,
p<.001. While students acknowledge the importance of
learning fractions, students have a negative opinion on
the usefulness of learning fractions.
Students’ Attitudes and Their Performance
The correlation coefficients between students’ overall
performance and their attitude variables range from 0.21
(usefulness of learning fractions) to 0.62 (attitude
towards fractions). All these correlation coefficients are
significant at the p<0.05 level. The magnitude and
significance of the correlation coefficients proved to be
similar for the groups of items examined in the previous
sections with one notable exception. The attitude
towards geometry had significant correlations with
performance on the pie chart (.26) and bar graph (.22)
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Mean
3.88
3.57
3.94
2.32
4.13

SD
1.03
1.19
1.22
.62
1.10

items, but not with performance on the items with
rectangles (.18).

DISCUSSION
Novelty
In this research, we have developed a short, highly
reliable test on simple fractions that consists of both
fraction-to-diagram and diagram-to-fraction items, and
furthermore provides a systematic composition of unit
fraction and non-unit fraction items. This test can be
used for diagnostic purposes at the beginning of lower
secondary education. Our test has some antecedents in
previous investigations, e.g., Chahine (2011) applied
pictorial-symbolic translation items in her test, but
without publishing reliability and sample items.
Main Findings
With the first research question, we had a twofold
objective: to develop a basic test for lower secondary
students that has high reliability and can be used for
diagnostic assessment purposes, while at the same time
we also set a goal for providing a general picture about
students’ understanding of some simple fractions. The
test proved to be highly reliable contrary to the possible
ceiling effect due to the predominantly high-level
performance students demonstrated. A cluster analysis
on the test items nicely illustrated the overwhelmingly
dominant role of visual representations in students’
performance.
The research question concerned the different visual
representations that may help or hinder students in
understanding different fractions. Our research can be
considered as an extension of Tunc-Pekkan’s (2015)
study who dealt with unit fractions only. According to
our results, the visual representations used in the test
had a significant effect on students’ performance. It is the
pie chart diagram type items on which we experienced
the best performance. Out of the six fractions
1
1
investigated, the proved to be the easiest and the most
2
3
difficult to comprehend. This may be surprising,
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indicates that some non-unit fractions are easier to be
recognized than their unit fraction counterpart.
Both the type of visual representation used and the
magnitude of the numerator (whether it is 1 or not 1) had
significant effects on students’ performance. However,
when these two factors were combined, the dominant
role of visual representations was revealed. This may
have been due to the findings that some non-unit
fractions were easier to be recognized than their unit
fraction counterpart. The possible explanations are
twofold. First, for non-unit fractions, the metacognitive
components of reasoning play their conscious and
effortful roles, contrary to unit fractions which are
handled more automatically. A second possible
2
2
explanation would be that both
and
have been
4
3
processed as number facts in students’ minds, and not
the multiplications of their unit fraction counterparts.
Students have a fairly negative opinion about the
usefulness of learning fractions. In connection with this,
they have a less positive attitude towards learning
fractions than towards learning either geometry or
mathematics as a whole. Nevertheless, they clearly see
the importance of learning fractions.

useful to illustrate word problems on cutting something
into equal pieces), and depending on the individual
differences and developmental pathways.
The test was administered in grade 5 just some weeks
before students started to learn fractions, therefore the
test diagnostically assessed their prerequisite
knowledge, and provided information about both their
individual performance profiles and their class-level
average achievement. According to the actual results
obtained by the students, teachers can adjust their
decisions as how to best help them in the development
of their conceptual understanding. Since–at least in
Hungary–grade 5 students are generally taught by a
subject specialist mathematics teacher, whereas they
were taught in grade 4 by their subject generalist
elementary teacher, it is important and fruitful to start
teaching fractions with using diagnostic assessment
tools like the current on-line test in our investigation. If
and only if students have a sound conceptual
understanding of fractions in terms of quick and
confident translation between visual and symbolic
representation, will then further tasks such as operations
with fractions be meaningful and efficient.
Limitations and Further Research Questions

Educational Implications
Since our test is of primarily diagnostic nature, both
group-level and individual profiles can be defined and
determined. According to our results, the importance of
the so-called multimodal approach is advocated, i.e.,
several different kinds of visual representations should
be matched with fraction numerals and number words
in order to strengthen the associations between three
brain regions responsible for processing and
understanding fractions. In both directions, i.e., from
number words to diagrams, and from diagrams to
number words, the connections should be strengthened
by presenting various visual representations. Our results
suggest that besides unit fractions, some non-unit
fractions can
be processed
as
independent
2
representations which means that for instance can be
1

3

represented not as a concatenation of two , but “in its
3
own right”, building immediate connections between
the visual representation of the fraction (rectangle, pie
chart or other kinds) and the fraction name.
Teachers should advocate and encourage the use of
different visual representations in fraction learning.
However, Zhang et al. (2015) warn that area-model
representations should not be the only or the preferred
visual representation type used in the school, since it
may restrict students’ approaches in various problemsolving situations. In line with what Fazio and Siegler
(2011) proposed, prospective elementary and secondary
teachers should be trained to how to use visual
representations effectively, depending on the nature of
the mathematical concepts (e.g., shaded diagrams are

Much more information could have been gained if
time was measured for each individual task. The
reaction time to each individual task would give
information about the speed of the recognition.
Furthermore, eye-movement research would reveal the
different individual strategies students have in
recognizing different fractions. The main limitation of
the current study comes from the brevity of the test.
More comprehensive coverage of further fractions and
representations may be address in a system of test
versions administered to a much larger sample.
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APPENDIX A
The Actual and Detailed Formal Appearance of the Items
1

1. Which picture shows (half) of the rectangle shaded?
a)

b)

2

c)

d)

1

2. Which picture shows (one third) of the rectangle shaded?
a)

b)

3

c)

d)

2

3. Which picture shows (two thirds) of the rectangle shaded?
a)

b)

3

c)

d)

1

4. Which picture shows (one quarter) of the rectangle shaded?
a)

4

b)

c)

d)

2

5. Which picture shows (two quarters) of the rectangle shaded?
a)

4

b)

c)

d)

3

6. Which picture shows (three quarters) of the rectangle shaded?
a)

4

b)

c)

d)

7. Which picture shows (half) of the circle shaded?
2
a)
b)
c)

d)

1
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1

8. Which picture shows (one third) of the circle shaded?
3
a)
b)
c)

d)

2

9. Which picture shows (two thirds) of the circle shaded?
3
a)
b)
c)

d)

1

10. Which picture shows (one quarter) of the circle shaded?
4
a)
b)
c)

d)

2

11. Which picture shows (two quarters) of the circle shaded?
4
a)
b)
c)

d)

3

12. Which picture shows (three quarters) of the circle shaded?
4
a)
b)
c)

d)
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1

13. Which picture shows (half) of the ribbon shaded?
2

a)
b)
c)
d)
1

14. Which picture shows (one third) of the ribbon shaded?
3

a)
b)
c)
d)
2

15. Which picture shows (two thirds) of the ribbon shaded?
3

a)
b)
c)
d)
1

16. Which picture shows (one quarter) of the ribbon shaded?
4

a)
b)
c)
d)
2

17. Which picture shows (two quarters) of the ribbon shaded?
4

a)
b)
c)
d)
3

18. Which picture shows (three quarters) of the ribbon shaded?
4

a)
b)
c)
d)
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19. What fraction of this rectangle is shaded?
a)
c)

1
4
1
2

b)
d)

23. What fraction of this circle is shaded?

1
3
3
4

a)
c)

1
4
1
2

b)
d)

1
3
3
4

20. What fraction of this rectangle is shaded?
a)
c)

1
4
1
2

b)
d)

1
3
3
4

24. What fraction of this circle is shaded?
a)

21. What fraction of this rectangle is shaded?
a)
c)

1
3
1
4

b)
d)

1

c)

1
3
1
4

b)
d)

4
1
2

b)
d)

1
3
3
4

2
2
3

22. What fraction of this rectangle is shaded?
a)

c)

1

1
2
2
3

25. What fraction of this circle is shaded?
a)
c)

1
3
1
4

b)
d)

1
2
2
3

26. What fraction of this circle is shaded?
a)
c)

1
3
1
4

b)
d)

1
2
2
3
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27. What fraction of this ribbon is shaded?

a)

1
4

b)

1
3

c)

1

c)

1

c)

1

c)

1

2

d)

3

d)

3

d)

2

d)

3

4

28. What fraction of this ribbon is shaded?

a)

1
4

b)

1
3

2

4

29. What fraction of this ribbon is shaded?

a)

1
3

b)

1
2

4

3

30. What fraction of this ribbon is shaded?

a)

1
4
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b)

1
3

2

4

